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Keeping it simple for success
Citibank Singapore CEO Han Kwee Juan has put simplifying the bank’s processes and products at the heart of his mission
By KAN KWOK LEONG

business manager of Citibank Singapore.
He leveraged on his experience
dealing with large corporates to create CEO Conversations, a recently
launched wealth advisory service
aimed at entrepreneurs and C-suite
executives.
Recognising that many of these
customers had their own funds tied
up in the companies that they own or
run, Mr Han and his team devised a
service that would marry their personal investment needs with those related to their businesses.

A

T a Citibank branch
earlier this year, the
bank’s Singapore
chief executive Han
Kwee Juan found
himself playing the
word-guessing game
Taboo with some of
his staff. The objective of the game is
for a player to have someone else
guess the word on his card without using the word itself. In his case,
Mr Han was playing the role of a customer, and the branch employees
were trying their best to make their
boss understand.
An objective of such games is to ingrain in staff the concept of keeping
things simple for customers in order
to better serve them.
As banking products become more
complex and their consumers increasingly demanding, Mr Han is focused
on achieving one thing more than any
others during his tenure as CEO: to
simplify, simplify, simplify.
“If we simplify the platform, it will
be much easier to be nimble to the
changing needs of customers and easier to manage the risk in our business,” said Mr Han, 45, in an interview with BT.
His desire to achieve this led him
to create an index to measure simplicity of the bank’s processes and products on a scale of 1 to 10, with one being the simplest.
This has resulted in a host of new
products and services that have been
unveiled since Mr Han took over his
current role in March last year – from
the ability to pay credit card bills via
SMS to a 24/7 self-service machine
that offers many branch banking services.
It also helped earn him a Distinguished Financial Industry Certified
Practitioner (DFICP) Award this year
in the consumer banking category.
Mr Han’s mission to simplify
comes as Citibank cements its position as a major player across all segments of Singapore’s banking landscape. Citibank Singapore, the locally
incorporated consumer unit of the
American banking giant, started operations as a standalone entity in 2005.
It has since been classified by regulators here as the country’s fourth systemically important financial institu-

Addressing needs

Mr Han: Says that his mission to simplify comes as Citibank cements its position as a major player across
all segments of Singapore’s banking landscape.
tion, after the three local banks. The
bank holds capital far above stipulated requirements, with its total Capital
Adequacy Ratio standing at just over
28 per cent as at Dec 31, 2012, versus
the 10 per cent required.
Its current status caps the transformation of Citibank from a niche player serving affluent customers to one
that now cuts across all customer categories – offering everything from an
SMRT co-branded credit card for the
mass market to the exclusive Ultima
card aimed at clients with assets under management of at least $5 million.
“In the 1980s, we were a niche

bank for the affluent. We invented Citigold, which became the gold standard for premier banking for Asia. It’s
not that we didn’t like the rest of the
market, but at that time, we couldn’t
open enough touch points to give consumers from all segments a taste of
what Citi could do for them,” he said.
After the enforcement of the
US-Singapore free trade agreement
in 2004 allowed it to expand its presence here, Citibank has grown to offer over 1,500 touchpoints islandwide, including branches, ATMs at
SMRT Stations, Cold Storage Supermarkets and Esso Petrol Stations.
Mr Han has witnessed much of

that evolution as a 20-year veteran
Citibanker, although much of that
time was spent in the corporate, rather than consumer, part of the bank.
He began his career with Citi Private Bank as an intern in 1990 and
moved on to a management associate
role in 1991 with the markets business. Since then, he has run different
businesses in a variety of roles, including head of global cash and trade,
and head of global relationship banking Singapore.
He was appointed head of retail
banking in August 2011, and six
months later later was promoted to
chief executive officer and country

“We launched CEO Conversations to
address the needs of both the entrepreneurs and senior executives in
companies. No bank has approached
these people to say ‘We will work
with you on your investments, and tailor it to your business, and give you a
sense of risk and return collectively’,”
said Mr Han.
Such innovations have been a hallmark of Citibank’s consumer business, and one that Mr Han very much
intends to maintain. While Citibank
Singapore is able to leverage on a global operation to bring new products
to the local market, it has also often
conceived new ideas that have been
exported to the region.
One such innovation was allowing
customers to activate and deactivate
their credit cards by sending an SMS,
which has now been adopted in other
markets.
“We have innovations that were invented here then made available to
the rest of the markets in Asia. So it is
the reverse of what happens typically,
where we import innovations,” he
said.
One thing that Mr Han doesn’t
wish to change is his employer. Even
as many of his peers have gone on to
senior positions in other banks, he remains very much a loyal Citibanker.
He cites his own path through the
bank as evidence of the trust it places
in its employees.
“Citibank is an organisation that
values you and empowers you from
Day 1. I’ve never felt for a moment
that I have not been given an opportunity to take a risk on my own career.”

A tradition
of innovation
With CEO Han Kwee Juan at
the helm, Citibank Singapore
has launched a host of new
products and services over the
past year aimed at making life
easier for its clients.
◆ November 2012: Consumers
can pay their Citibank credit
card bill via SMS on their
mobile phone. The service,
known as Citibank SMS Pay,
sends customers a mobile SMS
message when their credit
card bill is ready and allows
them to make a minimum or
full payment on their Citibank
credit card bill by replying to
the SMS message.
◆ January 2013: Citibank
Express is a 24/7 self-service
machine that allows customers
to conduct almost all their
banking, including opening
accounts and applying for
loans, cards and cashier’s
orders without visiting a
branch. The functionalities of
the machine will be rolled out
in phases.
◆ February 2013: Citibank
launches Singapore’s first
contactless payment tag for
credit card payments. It touts
itself as the world’s first
sticker tag that has the same
level of security as the credit
card and is an additional
payment mode that can be
linked to any existing Citibank
Visa credit card.
◆ April 2013: Citibank
Singapore unveils CEO
Conversations, a specialised
private wealth advisory service
for high net worth clients who
are business owners or C-level
executives. The new service
offers a holistic approach
towards the investment
advisory process that also
takes into account the risks
that these individuals face in
the businesses that they own
or run. CEO Conversation is
part of Citibank’s Citigold
Private Client segment catering
to clients with liquid assets of
$1 million and above.

Fighting to
stay balanced
Asia’s top private equity professional,
Apollo Global Management’s Tan Chin Hwee,
defines himself first as a family man
and social advocate
By KAN KWOK LEONG
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HEN his firm’s biggest
client requested a meeting with him and his
bosses in the United
States, Tan Chin Hwee,
the Singapore-based partner of Apollo Global Management, turned them
down.
The reason: The meeting would
have forced him to miss his daughter’s fifth birthday.
He marked Kylie’s birthday here
and then flew off to meet the client, a
day after the scheduled meeting.
The move was typical of the man
whom many consider to be Asia’s top
private equity professional, the founding partner in Asia at Apollo, a
New-York headquartered US$115 billion alternative investment firm set
up by Wall Street legend Leon Black
in 1990.
In an industry where sacrificing
the personal for the professional is
considered par for the course, the
42-year-old has stood out for his dedication to his family and a concerted effort to give back to society.
He told BT in an interview: “I
didn’t say no out of arrogance, but I
have never missed my three children’s birthdays. I may be a top dog
in a global firm, but my greatest
achievement is my lovely wife and my
three kids.
“We must be the person we want
to be, so that we can inspire our
kids.”
Being with Kylie on her birthday
was especially significant for him and
his wife, Michelle Lee, 39. The girl,
born prematurely at 27 weeks and
weighing only 800g, had to fight for
her life as a baby.
The experience inspired the Tans
to set up two foundations dedicated to
helping children. The couple have
two other children, Brian, nine, and
Sarah, four.
Mr Tan credits his parents and his
wife – he describes her as his university sweetheart – above all others for
his success.
“I have a wife who can run the

house properly, and that allows me to
focus on my job.”
His success in the industry is undisputed, having built an impressive
track record and garnered numerous
industry awards. He was named as a
World Economic Forum Young Global Leader 2010; voted by Hedge
Fund Journal as one of the top 40
emerging absolute-return investors
globally; and honoured as the Best
Asia Credit Hedge Fund Manager by
Hong Kong-based publication The Asset.
His most recent accolade was this
year’s Distinguished Financial Industry Certified Professional (FICP)
award from Singapore’s Institute of
Banking and Finance (IBF). He is also
the new president of the CFA Society
Singapore.
He joined Apollo in 2007 and started its Asian operations based out of
Singapore after a career in finance at
Keppel Corp, DBS Bank and
US-based hedge fund managers Amaranth Advisors.
“After DBS, I joined Amaranth and
rose through the ranks. I could succeed in the western world because it
is purely performance driven. There
are only three letters that matter – not
MBA, not CFA, but P&L. It is purely
meritocratic.”
At Apollo, he and his team, which
includes partner Girish Kumar, have
completed close to 50 deals in private
credits in the last six to seven years.
“Our business is a local business, and
our mantra is that we must invest in
deals that can solve problems,” he
said.
Mr Tan’s beliefs are contrary to
the bottom-line focus of the financial
industry.
“Sadly in finance, the value system
is performance-based. It is tilted towards making money at all costs. But
there must be a balance between a
value-based and performance-based
system.
“In finance, they pay too much
money and that becomes reinforcement. Why should an engineer be
paid so much less than a financial an-

Family matters: Mr Tan, with his wife Michelle Lee, and their children (from left) Kylie, Sarah and Brian. In an industry where sacrificing the
personal for the professional is considered par for the course, Mr Tan has stood out for his dedication to his family.
alyst?” He believes that one of the
greatest challenges of business today
is creating a culture that is both
value-centred and performancedriven; too many firms focus on performance and pay little attention to
values. He cites Norges Bank Investment Management, Google and his
former employer Keppel Corporation
as organisations which are taking the
lead in trying to balance both objectives.
To achieve that balance on a personal basis, he takes pains to draw
boundaries between his work and personal lives.
“The business takes a lot out of
you. I have done close to 100 deals in
the last 10 years. You need to sustain
a balance, but I always find that challenging. The only way you can
achieve that is to set boundaries: I
will not return calls till I’ve put the
kids to sleep.”
He supports a long list of social
causes, such as by sitting on the
boards of hospitals and volunteering
his time teaching at the universities
here.
He believes that more can be done
to help Singaporeans who have not

benefited from the country’s economic success. One idea that he proposes
is to redistribute wealth by implementing a progressive a tax system –
one that taxes the rich more.
“I can make such a proposal with
a pure heart because I will be one of
those who will be affected.”
His desire to give back to society
could stem from his humble upbringing in a lower-middle income family,
and growing up in a meritocratic system that gave him three scholarships,
including one that sponsored his
MBA at Yale University.
“I was always among the top students in school. These scholarships
gave me the chance to focus on my
studies and worry less about helping
my parents to provide for my two
younger siblings.”
He credits current Keppel Corporation CEO Choo Chiau Beng for giving
him a scholarship in 1992, and the
company’s finance chief Teo Soon
Hoe and treasury general manager
Lynn Koh for giving him his break in
finance by hiring him for Keppel’s
treasury department a few years later.
In the face of the finance indus-

try’s many scandals in recent years,
he urges the next generation of bankers and financiers to stick to their ideals: “You should never forget your ideals and your standards. Many of
those from the younger generation
start out idealistic, but once they get
there and start earning a lot of money, they forget.”
He believes that despite its recent
troubles, the financial industry will
continue to attract the best and the
brightest, sometimes at the expense

of other industries. Yet, the industry
needs to change if it is to remain relevant.
“Finance still creates a lot of
wealth, and many people make an
honest living from it – but it has to continue to evolve because if you don’t
change, you will become a dinosaur.
The finance industry has always
evolved, but it has to come from within. Governments can only do so
much.”

Extra-curricular activities
On top of his full-time job as a partner at global private equity firm Apollo Global Management, Tan Chin Hwee serves on the committees of community groups and other charities.
He is president of the CFA Society in Singapore and a member of the
board of trustees for KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital and Lien Aid,
a foundation associated with the Nanyang Technological University
(NTU) to address water and sanitation issues in Asia.
He has volunteered his time with regulators in Asia and the US on
forensic accounting and is an adjunct professor to Masters-level students at the Singapore Management University, NTU and at Shanghai
JiaoTong University.

